
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SPECIAL AIRWORTHINESS INFORMATION BULLETIN 

SAIB CE-14-03 
 

Inspection of Ercoupe Main Wing Spar for Inappropriate Modifications and/or 
Unapproved Holes 

 
On November 15, 2013, the FAA issued the above SAIB in light of an Ercoupe 
accident that occurred in December 2008.  
 
This SAIB applies to all Ercoupe, Forney, Alon, and Mooney M-10 aircraft. 
 
Compliance with this SAIB is not mandatory. Officially, it provides only 
information. 
 
The SAIB is straight-forward in its scope. It requires the use of standard 
inspection methods to determine any presence of unauthorized holes or cracks in 
the main spar assembly or any components thereof. It provides FAA approved 
measures in dealing with any unauthorized holes or cracks that might be found. 
 
As the Type Certificate holder, Univair will undoubtedly be contacted by owners, 
mechanics, and/or inspectors regarding the SAIB. It needs to be understood that 
the SAIB is an FAA publication and did not come from Univair. Questions 
pertaining to the content of the bulletin should be directed to the FAA. The FAA is 
responsible for issuing Airworthiness Directives. We cannot speculate on 
whether there will be any further action in this regard. Univair does not anticipate 
any Service Bulletins regarding this issue. 
 
Univair can provide guidance to questions regarding whether a hole is part of the 
type design data.  
 
Univair recommends that a customer seeking knowledge about his main spar 
assembly should supply a picture, or detailed sketch of the area in question. Any 
dimensions which the customer can provide will be appreciated.  



Aircraft model and serial number are absolutely required. Date of manufacture 
would be valuable, also. 
 
When we receive this information, we will attempt to compare the customer’s 
spar with type design data and provide the information we are able to discern. 
 
If a customer has questions or concerns beyond the scope of what Univair can 
provide, the customer is encouraged to seek the guidance of an experienced 
mechanic, inspector or other authorized FAA personnel. 
 
Thank you. 
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